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Abstract. The presented paper describes a series of studio-based research projects on
structural optimisation and the cost-effectiveness of digital fabrication that aim to balance
stress distribution across thick walls or a rib density of slabs. As a consequence of the
structural optimisations, the results tend to be non-uniform shapes that are not ideal for
cost-effective fabrication. This paper introduces a few simple models to balance structural
optimisation and fabrication cost-effectiveness. It involves relatively simple structural
simulations as the design inputs, and then converts the simulation results into various
architectural forms using parametric 3D modelling tool (McNeel Rhinoceros v4, Grasshopper
v0.8) before fabricating them using digital fabrication technologies. The major challenge of
this study is how to translate simulation results into architectural components/overall building
shapes and how to fabricate complex forms in a cost-effective manner.
Keywords. Digital Fabrication; Mass Customisation; Cost-effectiveness; Structural
Optimization; Parametric.

INTRODUCTION
The principle of Form Follows Function has become
the dogma of modern architecture and industrial
design in the 20th century. It has also emerged as a
criticism of ornamentation, meaning that this ideology leads to the designs of as simple and rectilinear
forms as possible. However, as a consequence of the
recent development of digital design and fabrication
technologies, we have started to observe a number
of freeform designs, some that do not even have sufficient functional relevancy. Although such freeform
designs are eye-caching, a flood of fluid forms has left
the impression that the impact of each of these freeform designs is decreasing. According to the current
literature, one of the strengths of digital fabrication

technologies is their ability to rapidly create complex
and precise 3D forms. However, the use of these new
technologies, particularly for architectural design
and scale, has not yet been fully justified. We are still
in the midst of evaluating the functional meanings
of these technology shifts, especially for the generation and fabrication of complex forms in architecture. In this context, Bechthold (2004) suggests the
use of such technology to create digitally optimised
and prefabricated thin shell-like structures, while
Menges (2007) predicts a higher degree of integration among form generation, materialisation and
construction in the digital age. Sasaki (2007) develops and practices Extended Evolutionary Structural
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Optimisation, which is an algorithm-based solution
that incrementally evolves constrained geometry towards optimum structures.
This paper aims to present how architects can
translate the results of digital simulations into architectural components/overall building shapes in
relatively simple ways. It also suggests approaches
to fabricating sensitively configured complex forms
in a cost-effective manner. A series of research-based
projects on structural optimisation and digital fabrication illustrates the concept, particularly distributing stress across thick walls or a rib density of slabs,
which is followed by a conclusion with a comparative analysis and explanation of future prospects.

FORM FOLLOWS PERFORMANCE
Form Follows Performance is a critical agenda that
could supersede the current gap between recent technological advancements and the genuine functional
needs of architects. Its design inputs are performancebased rather than following a subjective form-making
approach. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) in structural
simulation drastically opens up the possibility of the
application of complex structural forms in architecture,
while parametric 3D modelling tools enable us to convert these visual/numerical simulation results into various architectural forms or properties of architectural
components, such as thickness and density.
As a consequence of such structural optimisations, the results tend to be non-uniform shapes,
which are rarely cost-effective for fabrication and
construction. We experiment with a few schematic

models to find a balance between structural optimisation and cost-effective fabrication: 1) Reversed
displacement model; 2) Stress-to-thickness model;
and 3) Mass customised density model.
These research projects involve relatively simple FEA structural simulations (Autodesk Algor, 2010)
as the design input, while the simulation results are
converted into various architectural forms using parametric 3D modelling tool (McNeel Rhinoceros v4,
Grasshopper v0.8), before they are fabricated using
various digital fabrication technologies.
Reversed displacement model
Antoni Gaudí (1852-1926) experimented with a hanging model structure in order to optimise the structural
shapes of his architecture, among which the bestknown example is Sagrada Família in Barcelona. The
reversed displacement model in a digital environment may work as a quick approximation of the hanging model, which could generate hanging model-like
structures to equalise stress distribution. We employ
the displacement visualisation function in FEA simulation software (Figure 1 Left) and then export the
magnified displaced 3D geometries in a VRML format
(.wrl; Figure 1 Right). The degree of displacement can
be controlled by the magnification function, which is
determined by the functional/aesthetic needs of the
spaces underneath. These deformed geometries are
re-imported into 3D modelling software to reverse
the direction of displacement and then they are reexported in the STEP format (.stp) for FEA simulation
once more. This re-examination by FEA lowers the
Figure 1
Left: Sample image of a structural displacement contour
diagram of a flat plate that
is supported by six randomly
positioned columns. Right:
The reversed displacement
model in 3D modelling software, which demonstrates its
reduced stress concentration.
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highest stress concentration figure, while the overall
stress distribution is more equalised (i.e., the highest/
lowest stress ratio is reduced).
Polymer-based laser sintering 3D printing (EOS
Formiga P100; Figure 2) quickly confirms the structural efficiency of the reversed displacement model
under gravity, while the amount of additional material is inconsequential.
The major benefit of this method is its quick
approximation of performance-based freeform
structures during the early design stage. As the
outputs approach a constant thickness, this may
simplify the construction of thin shell-like masonry
or concrete structures. However, these doublecurved non-uniform shell-like forms still require
fully customised frameworks, which are costly at
full-scale construction. The actual applicability of
Figure 2
3D printing model at a 1:100
scale (EOS Formiga P100).

the deformed shape for construction will also require further structural engineering.
Stress-to-thickness model
Image Sampler script (Grasshopper v0.8) can convert visual information (.bmp, .jpg, etc.) into a series
of numerical outputs. We experiment by inputting a
Von Mises stress contour diagram of a wall into Image
Sampler in order to parametrically convert its numerical outputs into the thickness of the wall or depth of
ribs to generate a wall-like structure. This example
shows a four-story building in a square plan with no
load-bearing wall on one side (Figure 3 Left). The loading condition is based on self-loading only. All boundary conditions are set as fixed joints. In principle, a
higher Von Mises stress area requires more materials
in order to prevent structural failure by exceeding
the yield strength of the material. By increasing the
thickness of the wall for the stress concentration area,
the stress distribution becomes more even. If the 3D
curved walls are converted into networks of planer
ribs, which are made of constant industrial construction materials such as steel plates, the overall material thickness required becomes much thinner (Figure
3 Right). The converted structural model shows this
reduced stress concentration as a whole. By contrast,
the same type of stress diagram can be converted into
a combination of various densities of ribs with a constant depth. In this case, the larger stress area requires
a denser network of ribs.

Figure 3
Left: Structural stress contour
diagram of a four-story building that has no load-bearing
wall on the right side. Right:
Sample image of the conversion of the structural stress
contour diagram into a depth
of ribs with a constant pitch
to form a wall-like structure.
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The clear advantage of this method is that
all ribs consist of planer surfaces that can be costeffectively fabricated and optimised for structural
performance as long as they always intersect at 90
degrees (Figure 4). However, the method may lose
its competency for non-uniform intersections, often
in the case of freeform designs, which requires fully
customised above 5-axis Computer Numerical Control (CNC) fabrication. Furthermore, the application
of this method is currently limited to 2D conversion,
such as walls and slabs, because of the functional
limitations of Image Sampler.
Mass customised density model
This model aims to test both structural optimisation and fabrication cost-effectiveness by rationalising the structurally optimised network of ribs into
combination of standardised components, namely
mass customisation. The following three structural grid models are tested progressively using the
same boundary conditions with two fixed supports
and are subjected to self-loading only. Figure 5 Left

represents the conventional orthogonal grid system
in which all members are jointed at right angles except at the peripheral condition. This type of model
often has a cost-effective fabrication, although the
distribution of the members does not precisely correspond to its structural requirements. Figure 5 Middle
demonstrates full structural customisation. This starts
to convert Von Mises stress diagrams into various
points, where more stress concentration areas are allocated more points. Those points are then converted into various densities of ribs using Voronoi script
(Grasshopper v0.8). However, the outcome requires
over 100 types of unique joints to combine various
lengths of members, which requires extremely high
labour and production costs. Figure 5 Right aims to
find a balance between structural optimisation and
cost-effective fabrication, namely mass customised
density. The key is to convert as much as possible a
randomly allocated member in the middle model
into combination of standardised components. The
first step is to prepare three types of triangular grid
(3, 6 and 12 m), with each doubling the size of the
previous. The second step is to match higher stress
areas to the smaller triangular grid using Image Sampler script. Finally, we must juxtapose those three triangular grid systems into one layer. As a result, the
combined grid system systematically corresponds to
the stress distribution, where the areas around the
supports are allocated a higher grid density. All members intersect each other at only nine types of joints
regardless of the scale of the application. In comparison to the fully customised model, this method
reduces the types of joints necessary by over 90%,
which improves fabrication efficiency.

Figure 4
Cardboard model at a 1:100
scale (Epilog Legend 36EXT).
In this model, structural optimisation has been carried out
for only walls, but not slabs.

Figure 5
A series of progressive structural simulation models supported at two fixed columns,
which represent the three
stages of optimisation. Left:
Conventional orthogonal grid
model, Middle: Customised
structural model using
Voronoi script, Right: Mass
customised density model.
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This approach is especially viable for buildings that have difficulty in adapting conventional
orthogonal beam structures, as in irregular site
conditions or when it is necessary to work around
existing trees, for instance. Figure 6 Right illustrates
such an application, namely a car showroom with
embedded multidirectional ramps, that achieves
structural optimisation and fabrication efficiency
at the same time. However, this is still also limited
to 2D applications only, such as slabs and walls,
because of the constraints of Image Sampler. This
might be overcome by the ongoing development
of a 3D database link between the simulation software and 3D modelling tools such as Slingshot [1]
or Geometry Gym [2].
By applying the abovementioned methods,
it would be easier for architects to use structural
performance as a design input during the early
stage, which may significantly influence the overall architectural design. This is especially important
when architects intend to employ non-standardised structural performance-based design without
proper structural engineering support, which is
not always available in the early design stage. A
similar type of performance-based design could
be applied also to environmental factors such as
solar exposure contour diagrams, which could be
converted into perforation density for façades or
might correspond to sun angles (Gibson, Klinger, &
Vermillion, 2008).

CONCLUSION
The recent development of advanced design/simulation/fabrication flow has encouraged architects
to integrate simulation results as one of the main
design drivers in order to determine primary architectural forms. Parametric design tools have virtually
unlimited possibility to convert diverse performance
properties into various components/overall shapes.
Furthermore, digital fabrication technologies enable
rapid physical prototyping to quickly confirm virtual
simulation results under gravity.
Three methods were in this study tested to seek
the balance structural optimisation and the cost-effectiveness of digital fabrication. The reversed displacement model reduces fractional stress concentration,
which may result in constant material thicknesses, but
it still requires double-curved surfaces. Networks of
planer surfaces in the stress-to-thickness model may
achieve partial structural optimisation and cost-effective fabrication, as long as those ribs always intersect at
90 degrees. The mass customised density model proposes a better balance between structural optimisation and cost-effective fabrication. Mass customisation
minimises the types of complex joints necessary, while
the remaining members are all standardised industrial
profiles. It also could accommodate random positions
of columns and irregular site conditions.
Because prior structural inputs significantly
influence the overall architectural design, it is important to develop handy methods for architects

Figure 6
Left: Mass customised density model, which consists
of only nine types of joints.
Highlighting one of the nine
instances in the mass customised joint system. Right:
The application of a mass
customised Voronoi system for
a three-story car showroom
(Thesis project, Chua Liang
Ping, 2011).
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to integrate performance properties into their designs. These performance-based methods imply
that designs can be simultaneously judged from
both a functional and aesthetic point of view,
which opens up new concepts of functional architectural design. Here, the Form Follow Performance
concept can justify the recent series of technological advancements in a functional manner because
such sensitively configured architectural forms
can only be realised through a combination of
advanced design/simulation/fabrication technologies. Because each profession in the construction
industry is becoming increasingly specialised and
segregated from one another, it is also important
to reintegrate them into one single creative entity.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) seems to be
an effective catalyst to accelerate this process, and
this research project has aimed to present a simple
and intuitive way of employing the BIM platform in
the creative design process.
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